
Black Book Market Research ranks iPatientCare once again among top specialty-specific EHR
vendors for 2019

iPatientCare is glad to announce that it has been ranked 4th in Pain Management Category and among the
top 20 for General Surgery Category by Black Book™ Market Research 2019.

Cincinnati, OH, September 04, 2019 - iPatientCare, a pioneer in cloud-based ambulatory EHR and Revenue Cycle
Management services, proudly announces its achievement of securing the 4th position in Pain Management
specialty and being among the top 20 positions in General Surgery specialty by Black Book™ in its recent survey
that evaluated ambulatory electronic health records (EHRs) by physician specialty for 2019.

Black Book Market Research is the parent group for Black Book Rankings, a full-service healthcare–centric market
research and public opinion research company. Black Book Rankings offers complete quantitative and qualitative
research services, excelling in the design of customized surveys and research approaches to meet specific client
needs in healthcare, pharmaceutics, biomedical devices, managed care, health insurance, and technology. Over
620,000 EHR users were invited to participate in this year’s survey, and nearly 19,000 validated respondents shared
their views.

“iPatientCare takes pride on being selected among the top vendors by Black Book™ Research for multiple awards.
We have a track record of great technological achievements within the domain of healthcare IT. Ranks we
received by Black Book™ demonstrate our organization’s commitment to deliver technology solutions that are
integrated, interactive, interoperable, and intelligent to support the unique needs and challenges of specialty
practices.” said Kedar Mehta, Chief Technology Officer, iPatientCare/AssureCare.

About iPatientCare

iPatientCare is a full suite of innovative healthcare products and value-added services that help physician offices,
rural health clinics, and community/federally qualified health centers (CHC/FQHC) nationwide in improving the
health of their patients, enhancing patient care through care management/coordination/analytics, and reducing
costs of care delivery.

The awards-winning EHR, integrated practice solutions and value-added services, such as, the revenue cycle
enhancement and quality improvement consulting, provide everything you need to control your practice
operations, increase revenues, and provide better patient care.

iPatientCare helps healthcare providers to dramatically reduce A/R days and improve collections rates, reduce
billing costs, eliminate the burden of repeatable, high volume work on their internal teams, and plug gaps in
staffing and internal bandwidth. The revenue cycle teams are comprised of senior executives with extensive
experience in clinically-driven revenue cycle management systems including certified billers and coders with
managerial capabilities to facilitate client interactions, escalations and SLA.

The iPatientCare EHR 18.0, has received 2015 Edition ONC Health IT certification by Drummond Group, an Office of
the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB), in accordance with the applicable eligible
professional certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS). Full certification
details can be found at the ONC Certified Health IT Product List.
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As part of its MACRA-ready solutions, iPatientCare has been recognized as a qualified MACRA-MIPS registry by CMS,
and has a distinguished credit of being selected as a preferred EHR and medical billing software by more than
70,000 users nationwide, numerous hospitals/health systems, federally funded regional extension centers, and in
the past by the US Army and NASA Space Medicine.

Visit www.iPatientCare.com for more information.

Follow iPatientCare on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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